
Provides a protective barrier during the COVID-19 crisis you can trust. 
 
 

FIRMA Face Mask 

What are FIRMA masks? 
Invisible, Emana® fiber is a powerful
ingredient used to turn our masks into
strong barriers for body care and
performance. A smart yarn that takes
science and technology into its DNA
to take care of you. Our innovative
formula promotes several benefits,
such as extreme comfort,
protection, cosmetic effects and
health assurance.

Backed by Science - FIRMA face masks are made with a

high grade fabric that has a perfectly balanced mix of

bio-crystals, bio-ceramics and minerals incorporated into

the yarn that are scientifically proven allies to the body.  

 

Our Oekotex certification means the yarn is free from any

chemical treatments and is guaranteed non-allergenic

to the skin.

 

 

Fully Re-washable – polyamide fibre is
extra soft on skin, durable, & easy to
clean after each use

Guaranteed up to 30+ uses

Made with Advanced Polyamide Yarn
providing bio-ceramic & mineral element
built directly into the yarn, which can
provide far‐infrared benefits to the
wearer
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Fabric Density
1200 filaments/mm 
(PM 1.67)
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Official
Distribution Company:

@FIRMAMASKS

1200 filaments/mm

Our fabric is woven to protect:

 

A face mask with health & protection in mind

Healthy Eco Living
604.757.3813

 

Wholesale Inquiries:

sales@healthyecoliving.com

Shipping:

Product

Unit & Case Specifications

Box:                     18 x 12 x 10 (in)

Pallet:                  100units/box  =  3600/pallet

Pack Size

Large Blue

Large White

Large Black

Hand wash in a sink or basin
with a delicate detergent or
cleaner
Wash in warm, soapy water for
at least 30 seconds.
Or machine wash in a laundry
bag

Care Instructions:

8.5 x 6.5 (in)

8.5 x 6.5 (in)

8.5 x 6.5 (in)

Petite Blue

Petite White

Petite Black

8.5 x 6.5 (in)

8.5 x 6.5 (in)

8.5 x 6.5 (in)

Provides a protective barrier during the COVID-19 crisis you can trust. 
 
 

FIRMA Face Mask 
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